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Abstract

In real-world phenomena which involve mutual influence or
causal effects between interconnected units, equilibrium states
are typically represented with cycles in graphical models. An
expressive class of graphical models, relational causal models,
can represent and reason about complex dynamic systems ex-
hibiting such cycles or feedback loops. Existing cyclic causal
discovery algorithms for learning causal models from obser-
vational data assume that the data instances are independent
and identically distributed which makes them unsuitable for
relational causal models. At the same time, causal discovery
algorithms for relational causal models assume acyclicity. In
this work, we examine the necessary and sufficient conditions
under which a constraint-based relational causal discovery
algorithm is sound and complete for cyclic relational causal
models. We introduce relational acyclification, an operation
specifically designed for relational models that enables reason-
ing about the identifiability of cyclic relational causal models.
We show that under the assumptions of relational acyclification
and σ-faithfulness, the relational causal discovery algorithm
RCD (Maier et al. 2013) is sound and complete for cyclic
models. We present experimental results to support our claim.

Introduction
Most of the tools and methods developed for causal discovery
rely on a graphical representation based on Bayesian net-
works which assume independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d) instances. Probabilistic relational models (Getoor et al.
2007) have been developed that relax this assumption. The
key advantage of these relational models is that they can rep-
resent systems involving multiple types of entities interacting
with each other with some probabilistic dependence. Causal
reasoning over such relational systems is key to understand-
ing many real-world phenomena, such as social influence.

Influence in complex dynamic systems is often mutual
and represented by a feedback loop or cycle in the relational
model. Identifying mutual influence in relational models is
of great interest in the research community. For example,
social scientists and marketing experts are interested to study
the social dynamics between people and products in social
networks (Bakshy et al. 2011; Bakshy, Messing, and Adamic
2015; Ogburn, Shpitser, and Lee 2020). However, there is a
lack of available methods for discovering mutual influence
or cycles in complex relational systems.

Sound and complete algorithms have been proposed
for learning relational causal models from observational
data (Maier et al. 2013; Lee and Honavar 2016a,b). How-
ever, they assume acyclicity and thus cannot reason about
mutual influence or cycles. In a recent work, Ahsan et al.
(2022) develop σ-abstract ground graph (σ-AGG), a sound
and complete representation for cyclic relational causal mod-
els. Even though σ-AGG is shown to be sound and complete
for cyclic relational causal models, to the best of our knowl-
edge no work on discovering σ-AGG or identifying relational
cycles from observational data exists in the literature.

The closest works on cyclic causal discovery are mostly
from the domain of Bayesian networks. Richardson (1996)
develop a cyclic causal discovery (CCD) algorithm which
is shown to be sound but not complete. In recent work,
Mooij and Claassen (2020) provide necessary conditions
for constraint-based causal discovery algorithms developed
for acyclic causal models, such as PC (Pearl et al. 2000)
and FCI (Spirtes et al. 2000), to be sound and complete for
cyclic causal models under sigma-separation criteria. There
are several other algorithms for cyclic causal discovery from
i.i.d samples (Rothenhäusler et al. 2015; Strobl 2019a) but
no such algorithm exists for cyclic relational causal models.

In this work, we examine the necessary and sufficient
conditions for which constraint-based relational causal dis-
covery can be shown to be sound and complete for cyclic
relational causal models under σ-separation. We introduce re-
lational acyclification, an operation that helps to reason over
the scope of cyclic relational models which are identifiable
with constraint-based causal discovery algorithms. Follow-
ing this criterion, we show that RCD (Maier et al. 2013), a
pioneering relational causal discovery algorithm for acyclic
relational models, is sound and complete for cyclic relational
models under σ-separation and causal sufficiency assump-
tion. We provide experimental results on synthetic relational
models in support of our claims. We also demonstrate the
effectiveness of the algorithm on a real-world dataset.

Related Work
Richardson (1996) develop cyclic causal discovery (CCD)
algorithm for directed cyclic graphs under the causal suffi-
ciency assumption. They provide a characterization of the
equivalence class of cyclic causal models. They show that
a class of graphs called Partial Ancestral Graphs (PAG) is
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sufficient to represent the equivalence class of cyclic causal
models. Two models are equivalent if they entail the same set
of d-separation relationships. There are a few caveats about
CCD and its choice of representation. Markov property of
d-separation holds for directed cyclic graphs only with linear
structural equation models (SEM). So, it is not sure how to
extend CCD to more general models beyond linear SEMs.
Moreover, CCD is not complete in the sense that it does not
guarantee to produce the maximally oriented PAG.

Rothenhäusler et al. (2015) develop a general discovery
algorithm (BackShift) that allows latent confounders in addi-
tion to cycles. The method relies on equilibrium data of the
model recorded under a specific kind of intervention called
shift interventions. (Strobl 2019b) develop the CCI algorithm
which allows both latent confounders and selection bias apart
from cycles. Similar to CCD, both Backshift and CCI are re-
stricted to only linear SEM models. CCI considers a different
representation for equivalence class, called maximal almost
ancestral graph (MAAG) which is carefully chosen to allow
for both latent confounders and selection bias.

The FCI algorithm is a constraint-based causal discov-
ery algorithm designed specifically for acyclic causal mod-
els with latent confounders (Spirtes et al. 2000). Mooij and
Claassen (2020) show that FCI is sound and complete for
cyclic models under σ-separation criteria which is different
than d-separation and not restricted to only linear models.
They also show that any constraint-based causal discovery
algorithm (PC, FCI (Spirtes et al. 2000) etc.) which is sound
and complete for acyclic causal models, can be shown to be
sound and complete for cyclic causal models under some
background knowledge (i.e. sufficiency) and assumptions.

Maier et al. (2013) develop the first sound and complete
algorithm that can discover the dependencies of a relational
causal model under the assumption of d-faithfulness, suffi-
ciency, acyclicity. It is designed based on the PC algorithm
with some additional steps introduced specifically to han-
dle relational aspects of the representation. They utilize the
abstract ground graph, an abstract representation that al-
lows answering relational queries based on d-separation cri-
terion (Maier, Marazopoulou, and Jensen 2013). RCD intro-
duces Relational Bi-variate Orientation (RBO)- an orienta-
tion rule specifically designed for relational models. Lee and
Honavar (2016b) develop an efficient version of RCD named
RCD-Light which requires polynomial time to run. They also
develop an alternative algorithm RpCD based on path se-
mantic which describes a unique way of defining relational
paths (Lee and Honavar 2016a).

Ahsan et al. (2022) develop σ-abstract ground graph, a
sound and complete abstract representation for cyclic re-
lational causal models under σ-separation. They introduce
relational σ-separation and show that this criterion can consis-
tently answer relational queries on cyclic relational models.

Preliminaries
We present a comprehensive description of the necessary
notation and terminologies used in graphical causal model-
ing and relational causal models in the Appendix. Here, we
present a high-level overview of the important notions used

in this paper. For more details, we refer the reader to the liter-
ature ((Pearl et al. 2000; Spirtes et al. 2000; Richardson 1996;
Forré and Mooij 2017; Mooij and Claassen 2020; Maier et al.
2013; Lee and Honavar 2015)).

Cyclic Graphical Causal Models
The most common graphical representation for causal models
is directed acyclic graphs (DAGs).

DAGs provide ways for natural causal interpretation and
satisfy the Markov property under d-separation. A more gen-
eral class of graphs are directed cyclic graphs (DCGs) which
drop the assumption of acyclicity (and allow feedback loops).
These graphs are appropriate for (possibly cyclic) structural
causal models (SCMs) where the corresponding Markov
properties and causal interpretation are more subtle (Bongers
et al. 2021). Cyclic SCMs are useful to represent causal se-
mantics of equilibrium states in dynamical systems (Bongers
et al. 2021).

Directed cyclic graphs offer certain properties that help
model cyclic causal models. Given a directed cyclic graph
G = (V,E), all nodes on directed cycles passing through
node i ∈ V together form the strongly connected compo-
nent SCG(i) = ANG(i)

⋂
DEG(i) of i where ANG(i) and

DEG(i) refers to the ancestors and descendants of node
i ∈ V . The set of conditional independence entailed in DCG,
G is refereed to as independence model IM(G).

Unlike DAGs, DCGs are not guaranteed to satisfy the
Markov property in a general case under d-separation.
Instead, a more general notion of separation, called σ-
separation satisfies the Markov property of DCGs (Forré and
Mooij 2017). σ-separation states that a non-collider blocks
a path only if it points to another node in the path which be-
longs to a different strongly connected component (Mooij and
Claassen 2020). σ-faithfulness refers to the property which
states that all statistical dependencies found in the distribu-
tion generated by a given causal model are entailed by the
σ-separation relationships.

Richardson (1996) show that a class of graphs called Par-
tial Ancestral Graphs (PAG) is a sufficient representation for
the equivalence class of cyclic causal models represented by
DCGs. PAGs have also been shown to be a sufficient repre-
sentation for causal discovery with cycles and unobserved
confounders (Mooij and Claassen 2020). Since we are as-
suming no selection bias for simplicity, we will only discuss
directed PAGs (DPAG) in this study.

Forré and Mooij (2017) introduced an operation called
acyclification for directed cyclic graphs that generates DAGs
with equivalent independence models as the given DCG. It
allows a single DPAG to represent the ancestral relationship
of a DCG G and all its acyclifications G′.

Definition 1 (Acyclification (Forré and Mooij 2017)). Given
a DCG G = (V, E), an acyclification of G is a DAG G′ =
(V, E ′) with

i the same nodes V;
ii for any pair of nodes i, j such that i /∈ SCG(j): i→ j ∈
E ′ iff there exists a node k such that k ∈ SCG(j) and
i→ k ∈ E;



iii for any pair of distinct nodes i, j such that i ∈ SCG(j):
i→ j ∈ E ′ or i← j ∈ E ′;

Proposition 1 ((Mooij and Claassen 2020)). For any DCG
G and any acyclification G′ of G, IMσ(G) = IMσ(G′) =
IMd(G

′) where IMσ(G) and IMd(G) refers to the indepen-
dence model of the given DCG G under σ-separation and
d-separation respectively.

Mooij and Claassen (2020) provide the necessary condi-
tions under which constraint-based causal discovery algo-
rithms for acyclic causal models, such as PC (Pearl et al.
2000) and FCI (Spirtes et al. 2000), are sound and complete
in the presence of cycles under σ-separation. Their result
depends on the following assumptions:
A 1. The underlying causal model is σ-faithful.

A 2. There exists one or more valid acyclifications of the
given causal model which contains the same set of ancestral
relationships as the given model. 1

Corollary 1 ((Mooij and Claassen 2020)). The PC algorithm
with Meek’s orientation rules is sound, arrowhead-complete,
tail-complete, and Markov complete (in the σ-separation set-
ting without selection bias) for directed cyclic graphs. (Mooij
and Claassen 2020)

Engagement

POST

Sentiment

USER

Preference

MEDIA
REACTS CREATES

Figure 1: Example of a cyclic relational model. There are
three entity types (USER, POST, MEDIA) and two relation-
ship types (REACTS, CREATES) among them. Attributes are
shown in oval shapes. The bold arrows refer to the relational
dependencies.

Relational Causal Models (RCMs)
Relational causal models are an expressive class of graphical
models that can represent probabilistic dependence among
instances of different entity types interacting with each other
following a specific schema. We use a simplified Entity-
Relationship model to describe relational models following
previous work (Heckerman, Meek, and Koller 2007; Maier
et al. 2013; Lee and Honavar 2020). A relational schema
S = 〈E,R,A, card〉 represents a relational domain where
E , R and A refer to the set of entity, relationship and at-
tribute classes respectively. Figure 1 shows an example rela-
tional model that describes a simplified user-media engage-
ment system. The cardinality constraints are shown with
crow’s feet notation— a user can react to multiple posts, mul-
tiple users can react to a post, and a post can be created by
only a single media entity.

A relational causal model M = 〈S,D〉, is a collec-
tion of relational dependencies defined over schema S. Re-
lational dependencies consist of two relational variables,
cause, and effect. As an example, consider the following

1See Appendix for details

relational dependency [Post, Reacts, User].Sentiment →
[Post].Engagement which states that the engagement of a
post is affected by the actions of users who react to that post.
Note that, all causal dependencies are defined with respect
to a specific perspective (entity type). A relational model
M = (S,D) is said to be cyclic if the set of relational depen-
dencies D construct one or more directed cycles of arbitrary
length. There is a direct feedback loop in the relational model
of Figure 1 making it a cyclic relational causal model.

A realization of a relational model M with a relational
skeleton is referred to as the ground graph GGM. It is a di-
rected graph consisting of attributes of entities in the skeleton
as nodes and relational dependencies among them as edges.
Figure 2b shows the ground graph for the relational model
from Figure 1. A σ-abstract ground graph (σ-AGG) is an
abstract representation that captures the dependencies consis-
tent in all possible ground graphs and represents them in a
directed graph. σ-AGGs are defined for a specific perspective
and hop threshold, h. Hop threshold refers to the maximum
length of the relational paths. Figure 2c presents the σ-AGG
from the perspective of USER with h = 6.

Conditional independence facts are only useful when they
hold across all ground graphs that are consistent with the
model. Maier, Marazopoulou, and Jensen (2013) show that
relational d-separation is sufficient to achieve that for acyclic
models. In recent work, (Ahsan et al. 2022) introduced rela-
tional σ-separation criteria specifically for cyclic relational
models which directly follows from the definition of rela-
tional d-separation except it uses σ-separation criterion in-
stead of d-separation.

Relational Causal Discovery (RCD)
The RCD algorithm developed by Maier et al. (2013) is the
first sound and complete algorithm that can discover the
dependencies of a relational causal model (RCM) under the
assumption of d-faithfulness, sufficiency, acyclicity, and a
maximum hop threshold h. It is designed based on the PC
algorithm with some additional steps introduced specifically
to handle relational aspects of the representation. Maier et al.
(2013) provides theoretical guarantees for soundness and
completeness of RCD.

Relational Causal Discovery with Cycles
Cyclic relational causal models (CRCM) are relational causal
models where dependencies form one or more directed cy-
cles (Ahsan et al. 2022). The cycles or feedback loops can
represent equilibrium states in dynamic systems. Consider
the example from Figure 1 where sentiments of users and
engagements in a media post may reach an equilibrium. Iden-
tifying such cycles or feedback loops from observational
samples requires proper representation and a learning algo-
rithm. Ahsan et al. (2022) introduce an abstract representa-
tion, σ-AGG that entails all the conditional independence
relations consistent across all ground graphs of the model
and shows that it is sound and complete under σ-separation.
Given σ-AGG representation, discovering CRCM transforms
into the problem of learning the σ-AGG from observational
samples of a relational model. Since σ-AGG is a DCG, we
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(a) Skeleton

M1.Preference

P2.EngagementAlice.Sentiment

P1.Engagement

Bob.Sentiment

(b) Ground Graph

[USER, REACTS, POST, CREATES, MEDIA, CREATES, POST]. Engagement

[USER].Sentiment [USER, REACTS, POST].Engagement [USER, REACTS, POST, CREATES, MEDIA].Preference

[USER, REACTS, POST, REACTS, USER].Sentiment

[USER, REACTS, POST, REACTS, USER, REACTS, POST]. Engagement

[USER, REACTS, POST, CREATES, MEDIA, CREATES, POST]. Engagement

[USER, REACTS, POST, REACTS, USER, REACTS, POST]. Engagement

(c) Abstract Ground Graph

Figure 2: Fragments of a relational skeleton, ground graph, and σ-abstract ground graph corresponding to the relational causal
model from Figure 1. The arrows represent relational dependencies.

can consider DPAGs to represent the equivalence class of
σ-AGG following the previous work of Richardson (1996).

Problem 1 (Cyclic Relational Causal Discovery). Given ob-
servational samples from a σ-faithful cyclic relational causal
model M = 〈S,D〉 with hop threshold h, learn the max-
imally oriented DPAG that contains the corresponding σ-
AGGs ofM.

RCD for cyclic relational causal models
The RCD algorithm developed by Maier et al. (2013) is the
first sound and complete constraint-based algorithm that can
learn relational dependencies of a relational causal model
(RCM) under the assumption of d-faithfulness, sufficiency,
acyclicity, and a maximum hop threshold h. It is designed
based on the PC algorithm with additional steps introduced
specifically to handle relational aspects of the representation.

Following the recent development by Mooij and Claassen
(2020) (Corollary 1), and considering that RCD is developed
based on the PC algorithm, a natural question arises: Is RCD
sound and complete for cyclic relational causal models?
To the best of our knowledge, no prior work addresses this
question. More generally, the effectiveness and theoretical
guarantees of existing relational causal structure learning al-
gorithms for cyclic RCMs under σ-separation are not studied
in the current literature.

A counterexample We present a counterexample that
shows that RCD is not sound and complete for discovering
cyclic relational causal models in general. Figure 3a shows a
CRCM with three entity types A,B,C, and two relationship
types AB, BC and maximum hop threshold h = 2. The at-
tribute types X1, Y1, and Z1 refer to the attributes of entity
types A, B, and C respectively. There are three relational de-
pendencies: 1) [A, AB, B].Y1→ [A].X1, 2) [B, AB, A].X1
→ [B].Y1, and 3) [B, BC, C].Z1 → [B].Y1. The first two
dependencies form a feedback loop. Figure 3b shows the
true σ-AGG built from perspective A with maximum hop
threshold h = 4 2. Figure 3c shows the output of RCD with
a σ-separation oracle. We see that RCD orients arrows [A,
AB, B].Y1 → [A].X1 and [A, AB, B].Y1 → [A, AB, B,

2A sound and complete AGG contains nodes with higher hop
threshold than the model(h) (Maier, Marazopoulou, and Jensen
2013). However, the hop threshold of relational dependencies cannot
exceed h. The same argument holds for σ-AGGs as well.

AB, A].X1 which refers to the relational dependency [A, AB,
B].Y1→ [A].X1. However, the true model contains a feed-
back loop between [A, AB, B].Y1 and [A].X1. This example
shows that RCD, even with σ-separation oracle produces
incorrect edge orientations.

Relational Acyclification for Cyclic Relational
Causal Models

In this section, we present relational acyclification which
enables the discovery of relational causal models with cycles.
We also discuss how to read off features of the true model
from the output of the discovery algorithm.

Relational Acyclification
The counterexample in the previous subsection shows that
the RCD algorithm is not sound and complete for general
cyclic RCMs under σ-separation. For the given counterexam-
ple, RCD orients edges that contradict the given relational
model. In order to understand what causes this error and to
find a solution, we focus on the acyclification operation in-
troduced by Forré and Mooij (2017) which is a key tool for
the generalization results by Mooij and Claassen (2020).

Figure 4 shows an acyclification of the σ-AGG presented
in Figure 3b following definition 1. Here we see the edges [A,
AB, B, BC, C].Z1→ [A].X1 and [A, AB, B, BC, C].Z1→
[A, AB, B, AB, A].X1 which does not follow the relational
model since the hop threshold of such dependencies (h = 4)
exceed the hop threshold of the given model (h = 2). The
definition of acyclification, as given by (Forré and Mooij
2017) essentially considers all the nodes or entities to be
of the same entity type. As a result, applying it directly to
relational models creates erroneous results. We propose a
new definition of acyclification for relational models which
specifically mentions that the maximum hop threshold of an
acyclification can be different than the hop threshold of the
original model.

Definition 2 (Relational Acyclification). Given a relational
schema S = (E ,R,A, card), σ-AGG G = (V,E), and a
hop threshold h, a relational acyclification of G is a σ-AGG
G′ = (V,E′) with hop threshold h′ ≥ h containing

i the same nodes V ;
ii for any pair of nodes P.X,Q.Y such that P.X /∈
SCG(Q.Y ): P.X → Q.Y ∈ E′ iff there exists a node



X1
A

Y1
B

Z1
CAB BC

(a) Cyclic RCM

[A, AB, B, BC, C].Z1

[A, AB, B, BA, A].X1[A, AB, B].Y1[A].X1

(b) True σ-AGG for perspective A

[A, AB, B, BC, C].Z1

[A, AB, B, BA, A].X1[A, AB, B].Y1[A].X1

(c) RCD output for perspective A

Figure 3: Counterexample showing RCD produces incorrect output for cyclic RCM under σ-separation.

[A, AB, B, BC, C].Z1

[A, AB, B, BA, A].X1[A, AB, B].Y1[A].X1

Figure 4: Invalid acyclification of σ-AGG from Figure 3b

R.Z such thatR.Z ∈ SCG(Q.Y ) and P.X → R.Z ∈ E
and P.X → Q.Y is a valid relational dependency with
maximum hop threshold h′;

iii for any pair of distinct nodes P.X,Q.Y such that P.X ∈
SCG(Q.Y ): P.X → Q.Y ∈ E′ or P.X ← Q.Y ∈ E′;

The definition of relational acyclification follows from
Definition 1 where the main distinction is that it allows a
new bound on the maximum hop threshold which is different
than the bound of the original model. The implication of
this is that the potential dependencies RCD considers in
building the skeleton, may not be sufficient for soundness
and completeness.

Maximum hop threshold for relational
acyclification
Definition 2 suggests that the maximum hop threshold used
in a relational acyclification of a σ-AGG may be higher than
the hop threshold of the given model. It is important to char-
acterize the maximum bound of relational acyclifications for
allowing practical implementation of the RCD algorithm for
cyclic models. The following proposition provides the maxi-
mum bound on the hop threshold of relational acyclifications.

Proposition 2. Given a relational modelM = (S,D) with
hop threshold h and corresponding σ-AGG G = (V,E) with
a given perspective, the hop threshold h′ of any relational
acyclificationG′ ofG can be at most b 2+l

c

2 ch where lc refers
to the length of the longest cycle of dependencies in the
relational modelM.

The need for higher hop thresholds arises for the additional
edges drawn for any incoming edges to a strongly connected
component (Definition 1). Any such incoming edge has a
maximum hop threshold h of the given model. In order to
reach the farthest node in the cycle where each dependency
can be of at most h hop threshold, we need at most b l

c

2 ch
hop threshold where lc refers to the length of the cycle. So,
in total it can be at most h + b l

c

2 ch = b 2+l
c

2 ch. Note that
in order to calculate an upper bound on the hop threshold
of relational acyclification we need to assume the maximum
length of any cycle, lc in the given relational model.

Soundness and completeness of RCD for cyclic
relational causal models
We consider RCD as a mapping PRCD from independence
models (on variables V ) to DPAGs (with vertex set V ), which
maps the independence model of a σ-AGG G to the DPAG
PRCD(IMσ(G)). We assume the following:
A 3. There exists one or more valid relational acyclifications
with hop threshold not exceeding the hop threshold of the
given relational causal model (h′ = h).
A 4. The degree of any entity in the relational skeleton is
greater than one.

Assumption 3 follows from Assumption 2 and also limits
the set of relational causal models for which RCD can be
shown to be sound and complete. Assumption 4 satisfies the
soundness and completeness of σ-AGG (Ahsan et al. 2022).
Theorem 1. Considering Assumption 1, 3, 4 and causal
sufficiency holds, RCD is

(i) sound: for all σ-AGGs G, PRCD(IMσ(G)) contains G;
(ii) arrowhead complete: for all σ-AGGs G: if i /∈ ANG̃(j)

for any DCG G̃ that is σ-Markov equivalent to G, then
there is an arrowhead j →∗ i in PRCD(IMσ(G))

(iii) tail complete: for all σ-AGGs G, if i ∈ ANG̃(j) in any
DCG G̃ that is σ-Markov equivalent to G, then there is a
tail i→ j in PRCD(IMσ(G));

(iv) Markov complete: for all σ-AGGs G1 and G2, G1 is
σ-Markov equivalent to G2 iff PRCD(IMσ(G1)) =
PRCD(IMσ(G2))

in the σ-separation setting given sufficient hop threshold.

Proof. The main idea of the proof is very similar to the
proof of Theorem 1 from Mooij and Claassen (2020) where
they prove the soundness and completeness of FCI for cyclic
models under σ-separation.

To prove soundness, let G be a σ-AGG and P =
PRCD(IMσ(G)). The acyclic soundness of RCD means that
for all AGGs G′, PRCD(IMσ(G′)) contains G′. Hence, by
Definition 2 and Assumption 3, P contains G′ for all acycli-
fications G′. But then P must contain G which can be easily
shown using Proposition 3 of Mooij and Claassen (2020).

To prove arrowhead completeness, let G be a σ-AGG and
suppose that i /∈ ANG̃(j) in any DCG G̃ that is σ-Markov
equivalent to G. Since G′ is σ-Markov equivalent to G, this
implies in particular that for all AGGs G̃ that are d-Markov
equivalent to G′, i /∈ ANG̃(j). Because of the acyclic ar-
rowhead completeness of RCD, there must be an arrowhead
j →∗ i in PRCD(IMσ(G′)) = PRCD(IMσ(G)). Tail com-
pleteness is proved similarly.



X1
A

Y1
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X2 Y2

(a) Cyclic RCM

[A, AB, B, AB, A].X1[A, AB, B].Y1[A].X1

[A, AB, B, AB, A].X2[A, AB, B].Y2[A].X2

(b) RCD output DPAG

Figure 5: An example cyclic relational model and its corre-
sponding DPAG output by RCD under σ-separation.

To prove Markov completeness: Definition 2 and Proposi-
tion 1 imply both IMσ(G1) = IMd(G

′
1) and IMσ(G2) =

IMd(G
′
2). From the acyclic Markov completeness of RCD3,

it then follows that G′1 must be d-Markov equivalent to G′2,
and hence G1 must be σ-Markov equivalent to G2.

The statement of this theorem can be seen as a special
case of the generalization claim (Theorem 2) by Mooij and
Claassen (2020). There is an important point to discuss about
Assumption 3. Even though Assumption 3 limits the scope
of possible relational causal models, it is possible to modify
RCD in a way so that it can work for models with rela-
tional acyclification having hop threshold higher than the
hop threshold of the given model (h′ > h). The intuition
here is that the skeleton building process should consider this
new hop threshold h′ (which is upper bounded by b 2+l

c

2 ch)
rather than the true hop threshold h. However, it requires fur-
ther proof of soundness and completeness with this modified
skeleton. We leave this for future work.

Identification of relational (non-)cycles
Mooij and Claassen (2020) show that the patterns in strongly
connected components in DCGs can be used as a sufficient
condition for identifying the absence of certain cyclic causal
relations in a complete DPAG. Given Definition 2, the same
condition holds for relational models and σ-AGGs as well.
We present the necessary and sufficient conditions for identi-
fying non-cycles in the output of RCD following Proposition
10 by (Mooij and Claassen 2020):

Proposition 3. Let G be a σ-AGG and denote by P =
PRCD(IMσ(G)) the corresponding complete DPAG output
by RCD. Let i 6= j be two nodes in P . If there is an edge
i ◦—◦ j in P , and all nodes k for which k →∗ i is in P also
have an edge of the same type k →∗ j (i.e., the two edge
marks at k are the same) in P , then there exists a DCG G̃
with j ∈ SCG̃(i) that is σ-Markov equivalent to G, but also
a DCG H with j /∈ SCH(i) that is σ-Markov equivalent
equivalent to G.

In other words, under the conditions of this proposition, it
is not identifiable from P alone whether j and i are part of a
causal cycle, but they are candidates of being part of a cycle.
Figure 5 shows an example of this identifiability criteria.
Figure 5b shows the output DPAG of an example cyclic RCM
from Figure 5a. The edges between nodes [A].X1, [A].X2
and [A, AB, B, AB, A].X1, [A, AB, B, AB, A].X2 satisfies

3Since relational d-separation is sound and complete for
AGG (Maier, Marazopoulou, and Jensen 2013)

the conditions given in Proposition 3. It means they could be
part of a cycle but it is not possible to confirm that based on
the output alone.

Experiments
In this section, we examine the effectiveness of RCD for
cyclic RCMs using both synthetically generated cyclic RCMs
satisfying relational acyclification criteria and a demonstra-
tion with a real-world dataset. Since there is no other algo-
rithm designed to discover cyclic RCMs, we compare against
the vanilla RCD with d-separation oracle.

Experimental Setup
We follow the procedure introduced by Maier et al. (2013)
for synthetic data generation except we allow feedback loops.
We generate 100 random cyclic relational causal models
over randomly generated schema for each of the following
combinations: entities (1–3); relationships (one less than the
number of entities) with cardinalities selected uniformly at
random; attributes per item drawn from Pois(λ = 1) + 1;
and the number of relational dependencies (4, 6, 8, 10, 12)
limited by a hop threshold of 2 and at most 3 parents per
variable. Moreover, for a consistent evaluation, we select
models with maximum density of σ-AGGs within a specific
range (0.05 to 0.1 for multiple entity types and 0.3 to 0.5 for
single entity type). We enforce a feedback loop among the
dependencies. Note that a single feedback loop can introduce
arbitrary length cycles based on the structure of the model.
This procedure yields a total of 15,000 synthetic models.
We refer to the version of RCD with d-separation and σ-
separation oracles as d-RCD and σ-RCD respectively.4

Evaluation
The goal of the evaluation is to compare the learned causal
models with the true causal models. However, the output ob-
ject for cyclic RCMs is PAGs instead of CPDAGs. Moreover,
it is expected that the skeleton of the output PAG might be
different from the true causal model. For this reason, we eval-
uate the algorithms based on the ancestral relationships. We
identify the ancestral relationships entailed by the output and
the σ-AGG of the true model and report F1-score for compar-
ison. For a sound and complete algorithm, we expect to see
perfect F1-scores. Moreover, we consider the identification
criterion given in Proposition 3 and evaluate the algorithms
based on their ability to correctly identify edges as possible
cycle candidates. We report F1-score for this evaluation as
well.

Results
Figure 6 shows the comparison of d-RCD and σ-RCD based
on isPossibleAncestor (top row) and isPossibleCycle (bottom
row) queries on synthetically generated relational models.
The columns represent the increased number of entity types
(left to right). The x-axis shows the number of dependencies
and y-axis shows F1-scores. In the leftmost column, we see
the results for single entity models. The top left and bottom

4Code available at https://github.com/edgeslab/sRCD
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Figure 6: Comparison of F1-score for d-RCD and σ-RCD
based on isPossibleAncestor (top row) and isPossibleCycle
(bottom row) queries. The number of entity types increases
from left to right.

left figures are equivalent to running the PC algorithm with d-
and σ-separation oracles respectively. The rest of the figures
represent proper relational models. In the top row, we see
perfect F1-score for σ-RCD for relational models. However,
for single entity models, F1-score is slightly lower than d-
RCD. However, we recorded 100% recall for σ-RCD. We
see a general upward trend from left to right which is intu-
itive since higher number of dependencies make the models
increasingly denser. On the other hand, for isPossibleCycle
query the trend is generally downward since denser models
make the identification harder.
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Figure 7: Frequency of edge orientation rules for d-RCD
(top) and σ-RCD for different numbers of entity types and
dependencies.

Figure 7 shows the percentage of orientation rules used
for d-RCD (top row) and σ-RCD (bottom row). The leftmost
column refers to the single entity case where no RBO is in
effect. We can see some subtle differences in the distribution
of rules for d-RCD and σ-RCD. For the small number of
dependencies (i.e. 4) only CD (collider detection) rule acti-
vates with σ-RCD where d-RCD utilizes both CD and KNC
(known non-collider). The increased number of dependen-
cies shows the difference in the overall distribution. For the
middle and right column, a significant difference is seen in
the percentage of times rule MR3 (Meek rule 3) is executed
for σ-RCD compared to d-RCD. These differences indicate

that the algorithms learn fundamentally different structures.

Demonstration on Real-world Data
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Figure 8: A possible cyclic relational model of MovieLens+
based on the output of RCD (Maier et al. 2013).

Maier et al. (2013) show the output of RCD on a sample of
MovieLens dataset (www.grouplens.org) based on an approx-
imate conditional independence test using the significance of
coefficients in linear regressions 5. Their output contains undi-
rected edges which are potential candidates for cycle edges.
Figure 8 shows a possible cyclic relational model which
corresponds to the original output. Following Proposition 3,
we can infer that the edge between [Movie].Rating Count
and [Movie].Genre cannot be part of any cycles or feedback
loops. Some undirected edges can be oriented based on do-
main knowledge (i.e. Budget can cause gross income but not
the other way around). There exist many possible orienta-
tions of dependencies that agrees with the RCD output. We
show one plausible case with a feedback loop between user
rating and critic ratings of a movie. It is possible that rating
information is public and users and critics influence each
other with their ratings. However, it is also possible that there
exists one or more unobserved confounders which influence
both user ratings and critic ratings.

Conclusion
Despite several methods developed for cyclic causal discov-
ery from i.i.d samples, no such algorithm exists for cyclic
relational causal models even though cycles are ubiquitous in
real-world relational systems. In this work, we investigate the
necessary conditions for discovering cyclic relational causal
models from observational samples. We introduce relational
acyclification operation which facilitates the theoretical guar-
antees for identifiability of such models. We prove that an
existing state-of-the-art relational discovery algorithm, RCD
is sound and complete for cyclic relational models for which
valid relational acyclification exists. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this discovery is the first of its kind. We hope that
this work will play an important role in the study of mutual
influence and interference in complex relational systems.

5The original output is given in the Appendix
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Graphs
Directed Cyclic Graphs
A Directed Cyclic Graph (DCG) is a graph G = 〈V, E〉
with nodes V and edges E ⊆ {(u, v) : u, v ∈ V, u 6= v}
where (u, v) is an ordered pair of nodes. We will denote a
directed edge (u, v) ∈ E as u → v or v ← u, and call u
a parent of v. In this work, we restrict ourselves to DCG
as the causal graphical model. A walk between two nodes
u, v∈V is a tuple 〈v0, e1, v1, e2, v2, ..., en, vn〉 of alternating
nodes and edges in G(n ≥ 0), such that v0, ..., vn ∈ V , and
e1, ..., en ∈ E , starting with node v0 = u and ending with
node vn = v where the edge ek connects the two nodes vk−1
and vk ∈ G for all k = 1, ..., n. If the walk contains each
node at most once, it is called a path. A directed walk (path)
from vi ∈ V to vj ∈ V is a walk (path) between vi and vj
such that every edge ek on the walk (path) is of the form
vk−1 → vk, i.e., every edge is directed and points away from
vi.

We get the ancestors of node vj by repeatedly follow-
ing the path(s) through the parents: ANG(vj) := {vi ∈
V : vi = v0 → v1 → ... → vn = vj ∈ G}. Sim-
ilarly, we define the descendants of vi : DEG(vi) :=
vj ∈ V : vi = v0 → v1 → ...→ vn = vj ∈ G. Each node is
an ancestor and descendant of itself. A directed cycle is a di-
rected path from vi to vj such that in addition, vj → vi ∈ E .
All nodes on directed cycles passing through vi ∈ V to-
gether form the strongly connected component SCG(vi) :=
ANG(vi) ∩DEG(vi) of vi.

Definition 3 (Strongly connected component (SC)). Given
a directed cyclic graph G = (V,E), all nodes on directed
cycles passing through node i ∈ V together form the strongly
connected component SCG(i) = ANG(i)

⋂
DEG(i) of i.

Definition 4 (Acyclification (Forré and Mooij 2017)). Given
a DCG G = (V, E), an acyclification of G is a DAG G′ =
(V, E ′) with

i the same nodes V;
ii for any pair of nodes i, j such that i /∈ SCG(j): i→ j ∈
E ′ iff there exists a node k such that k ∈ SCG(j) and
i→ k ∈ E;

iii for any pair of distinct nodes i, j such that i ∈ SCG(j):
i→ j ∈ E ′ or i← j ∈ E ′;

Mooij and Claassen (2020) presents some important prop-
erties of acyclifications:

Proposition 4. Let G be a DCG and i, j two nodes in G.

i If i ∈ ANG(j) then there exists an acyclification G′ of G
with i ∈ ANG′(j);

ii If i /∈ ANG(j) then i /∈ ANG′(j) for all acyclifications
G′ of G;

iii There is an inducing path between i and j in G if and
only if there is an inducing path between i and j in G′ for
any acyclification G′ of G 6.

6Inducing paths are special kinds of paths in cyclic graphs. We
refer readers to Section 3.1 of Mooij and Claassen (2020) for further
details.

Definition 5 (Independence Model (Mooij and Claassen
2020)). An independence model of an DCGH is given by

IMd(H) := {〈A,B,C〉 : A,B,C ⊂ V, A
d

|=

H
B|C}

Similarly, a σ-independence model is defined as

IMσ(H) := {〈A,B,C〉 : A,B,C ⊂ V, A
σ

|=

H
B|C}

The following assumption is an elaboration of Assumption
2that states that given background knowledge is compatible
with acyclification where Ψ(G) = 1 refers to the fact that the
given background knowledge (i.e. sufficiency) holds (Mooij
and Claassen 2020).
A 5. For all DCGs G with Ψ(G) = 1, the following three
conditions hold:

i There exists an acyclification G′ of G with Ψ(G′) = 1;
ii For all nodes i, j ∈ G: if i ∈ ANG(j) then there exists

an acyclification G′ of G with Ψ(G′) = 1 such that i ∈
ANG′(j);

iii For all nodes i, j ∈ G: if i /∈ ANG(j) then there exists
an acyclification G′ of G with Ψ(G′) = 1 such that i /∈
ANG′(j);

PAGs as equivalence class

A

B

X

Y
(a) DCG G

A

B

X

Y
(b) PAG

Figure 9: A simple DCG with a feedback loop (left) and its
equivalence class (right)

The Cyclic Causal Discovery (CCD) algorithm, introduced
by Richardson (1996) is one of the earliest causal discovery
algorithms that do not assume acyclicity. They show that a
class of graphs called Partial Ancestral Graphs (PAG) is a
sufficient representation for the equivalence class of cyclic
causal models represented by DCGs. PAGs have also been
shown to be a sufficient representation for causal discovery
with cycles and unobserved confounders (Mooij and Claassen
2020). Since we are assuming no selection bias for simplicity,
we will only discuss directed PAGs (DPAG) in this study.
Note that, DPAGs can only represent some features (ancestral
relationships) of the true causal model and cannot identify the
model itself (Richardson 1996). Figure 9 shows a simplistic
causal model with a feedback loop and its corresponding
equivalence class depicted by a DPAG. From Figure 9b we
can read that both A and B are ancestors of X and Y but
X and Y can not be ancestors of A or B. Some of the key
features of a DPAG Ψ:



1. There is an edge between A and B in Ψ iff A and B are
connected in DCG G.

2. If there is an edge in Ψ, B —∗ A, out of A (not necessarily
into B), then in every graph in Equiv(G), A is an Ancestor
of B.

3. If there is an edge in Ψ, A →∗ B, into B, then in every
graph in Equiv(G), B is not an Ancestor of A.

σ-separation
The idea of σ-separation follows from d-separation, a funda-
mental notion in DAGs which was first introduced by Pearl
(1988). d-separation exhibits the global Markov property
in DAGs which states that if two variables X and Y are
d-separated given another variable Z in a DAG representa-
tion then X and Y are conditionally independent given Z
in the corresponding distribution of the variables. However,
Spirtes (1995); Neal (2000) show that without any specific
assumption regarding the nature of dependence (i.e. linear,
polynomial), the d-separation relations are not sufficient to
entail all the corresponding conditional independence rela-
tions in a DCG. In a recent work, an alternative formulation
called σ-separation is introduced which holds for a very gen-
eral graphical setting (Forré and Mooij 2017).

Here, we consider a simplified version of the formal defi-
nition of σ-separation:

Definition 6 (σ-separation). (Forré and Mooij 2017)
A walk 〈v0...vn〉 in DCG G = 〈V, E〉 is σ-blocked by

C ⊆ V if:

1. its first node v0 ∈ C or its last node vn ∈ C, or
2. it contains a collider vk /∈ ANG(C), or
3. it contains a non-collider vk ∈ C that points to a node on

the walk in another strongly connected component (i.e.,
vk−1 → vk → vk+1 with vk+1 /∈ SCG(vk), vk−1 ←
vk ← vk+1 with vk−1 /∈ SCG(vk) or vk−1 ← vk →
vk+1 with vk−1 /∈ SCG(vk) or vk+1 /∈ SCG(vk)).

If all paths in G between any node in set A ⊆ V and any
node in set B ⊆ V are σ-blocked by a set C ⊆ V , we say

that A is σ-separated from B by C, and we write A
σ

|=

G
B|C.

σ-faithfulness
σ-faithfulness refers to the property which states that all
statistical dependencies found in the distribution generated by
a given causal structure model is entailed by the σ-separation
relationships.

Definition 7 (σ-faithfulness). Given XA, XB , XC as the
distributions of variables A, B, C respectively in solution X
of a causal modelM, σ-faithfulness states that if XA and
XB are conditionally independent given XC , then A and B
are σ-separated by C in the corresponding possibly cyclic
graphical model G ofM.

Relational Causal Models (RCMs)
We adopt the definition of relational causal model used by
previous work on relational causal discovery (Maier et al.
2013; Lee and Honavar 2020). We denote random variables

and their realizations with uppercase and lowercase letters
respectively, and bold to denote sets. We use a simplified
Entity-Relationship model to describe relational data follow-
ing previous work (Heckerman, Meek, and Koller 2007).
A relational schema S = 〈E,R,A, card〉 represents a rela-
tional domain where E , R and A refer to the set of entity,
relationship and attribute classes respectively. It includes a
cardinality function that constrains the number of times an en-
tity instance can participate in a relationship. Figure 1 shows
an example relational model that describes a simplified user-
media engagement system. The model consists of three entity
classes (User, Post, and Media), and two relationship classes
(Reacts and Creates). Each entity class has a single attribute.
The cardinality constraints are shown with crow’s feet nota-
tion— a user can react to multiple posts, multiple users can
react to a post, and only a single media entity can create a
post.

A relational skeleton s is an instantiation of a relational
schema S , represented by an undirected graph of entities and
relationships. Figure 2a shows an example skeleton of the
relational model from Figure 1. It shows that Alice and Bob
both react to post P1. Alice also reacts to post P2. P1 and
P2 both are created by media M1. There could be infinitely
many possible skeletons for a given RCM. We denote the set
of all skeletons for schema S as

∑
S .

Given a relational schema, we can specify relational paths,
which intuitively correspond to ways of traversing the schema.
For the schema shown in Figure 1, possible paths include
[User, Reacts, Post] (the posts a user reacts to), as well as
[User, Reacts, Post, Reacts, User] (other users who react to
the same post). Relational variables consist of a relational
path and an attribute. For example, the relational variable
[User, Reacts, Post].Engagement corresponds to the overall
engagement of the post that a user reacts to. The first item (i.e.
User) in the relational path corresponds to the perspective
of the relational variable. A terminal set, P |ik is the terminal
item on the relational path P = [Ij , ..., Ik] consisting of
instances of class Ik ∈ E ∪R.

A relational causal modelM = 〈S,D〉, is a collection of
relational dependencies defined over schema S. Relational
dependencies consist of two relational variables, cause and ef-
fect. As an example, consider the following relational depen-
dency [Post, Reacts, User].Sentiment→ [Post].Engagement
which states that the engagement of a post is affected by the
actions of users who react to that post. In Figure 1, the arrows
represent relational dependencies. Note that, all causal de-
pendencies are defined with respect to a specific perspective.
A relational modelM = (S,D) is said to be cyclic if the set
of relational dependencies D constructs one or more directed
cycles of arbitrary length. There is a direct feedback loop in
the relational model of Figure 1 making it a cyclic relational
causal model.

Ground Graph and σ-Abstract Ground Graph
A realization of a relational modelM with a relational skele-
ton is referred to as the ground graph GGM. It is a directed
graph consisting attributes of entities in the skeleton as nodes
and relational dependencies among them as edges. A single
relational model is actually a template for a set of possible



ground graphs based on the given schema. A ground graph
has the same semantic as a graphical model. Given a rela-
tional modelM and a relational skeleton s, we can construct
a ground graph GGMs

by applying the relational dependen-
cies as specified in the model to the specific instances of the
relational skeleton. Figure 2b shows the ground graph for
the relational model from Figure 1. The relational dependen-
cies present in the given RCM may temp one to conclude
a conditional independence statement: [User].Sentiment |=

[Media].Preference | [Post].Engagement. However, when the
model is unrolled in a ground graph we see the corresponding
statement is not true (i.e. [Bob].Sentiment 6⊥⊥ [M1].Preference
| [P1].Engagement) since there is an alternative path through
[Alice].Sentiment and [P2].Engagement which is activated
when conditioned on [P1].Engagement. It shows why gener-
alization over all possible ground graphs is hard.

A σ-abstract ground graph (σ-AGG) is an abstract repre-
sentation that solves the problem of generalization by captur-
ing the consistent dependencies in all possible ground graphs
and representing them as a directed graph. σ-AGGs are de-
fined for a specific perspective and hop threshold, h. Hop
threshold refers to the maximum length of the relational paths
allowed in a specific σ-AGG. There are two types of nodes in
σ-AGG, relational variables, and intersection variables. Inter-
section variables are constructed from pairs of relational vari-
ables with non-empty intersections (Maier, Marazopoulou,
and Jensen 2013). For example, [User, Reacts, Post] refers to
the set of posts a user reacts to whereas [User, Reacts, Post,
Reacts, User, Reacts, Post] refers to the set of other posts
reacted to by other users who also reacted to the same post
as the given user. These two sets of posts can overlap which
is reflected by the corresponding intersection variable. Edges
between a pair of nodes of σ-AGG exist if the instantiations
of those constituting relational variables contain a dependent
pair in all ground graphs. Figure 2c presents the σ-AGG from
the perspective of User and with h = 6 corresponding to the
model from Figure 1. The σ-AGG shows that the sentiment
of a user is no longer independent of media preference given
just engagements of the corresponding posts the user reacts
to. We also need to condition on the sentiment of other users
who reacted to the same post.

Relational σ-separation
Conditional independence facts are only useful when they
hold across all ground graphs that are consistent with the
model. Maier, Marazopoulou, and Jensen (2013) show that
relational d-separation is sufficient to achieve that for acyclic
models. However, such abstraction is not possible for cyclic
models since the correctness of d-separation is not guaranteed
for cyclic graphical models for the general form of depen-
dency (Spirtes 1995; Neal 2000). In recent work, (Ahsan et al.
2022) introduced relational σ-separation criteria specifically
for cyclic relational models:

Definition 8 (Relational σ-separation). Let X , Y , and Z
be three distinct sets of relational variables with the same
perspective B ∈ E ∪R defined over relational schema S.
Then, for relational model structure M, X and Y are σ-
separated by Z if and only if, for all skeletons s ∈

∑
S , X|b

and Y |b are σ-separated by Z|b in ground graph GGMs for
all instances b ∈ s(B) where s(B) refers to the instances of
B in skeleton s.

The definition directly follows from the definition of re-
lational d-separation. If there exists even one skeleton and
faithful distribution represented by the relational model for
which X 6⊥⊥ Y |Z, then X|b and Y |b are not σ-separated by
Z|b for b ∈ s(B).

Relational Causal Discovery (RCD)
The RCD algorithm developed by Maier et al. (2013) is the
first sound and complete algorithm that can discover the ab-
stract ground graph of a relational causal model (RCM) under
the assumption of d-faithfulness, sufficiency, acyclicity, and
a maximum hop threshold h. It is designed based on the PC
algorithm with some additional steps introduced specifically
to handle relational aspects of the representation. Similar
to the PC algorithm, the steps of RCD are divided into two
phases: 1) skeleton detection and 2) edge orientation. The
first phase is identical to the PC algorithm. The second phase
is also inspired by PC and uses all four orientation rules from
the PC algorithm. An additional important step that RCD
performs is the propagation of edge orientation which refers
to the idea of orienting all edges associated with a certain re-
lational dependency in all possible AGGs. This helps ensure
completeness as well as reduces redundant iteration of the
algorithm. Moreover, RCD introduces Relational Bivariate
Orientation (RBO)- an orientation rule specifically designed
for relational models. It applies to unshielded triples with
end nodes having the same attribute type and entity type. Un-
like collider detection in PC, RBO can orient an unshielded
triple to both a collider and a fork structure which yields
significantly more orientations than using only the four PC
orientation rules. Maier et al. (2013) provides theoretical
guarantees for soundness and completeness of RCD.

Demonstration on Real Data
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Figure 10: RCD-learned model of MovieLens+ (Maier et al.
2013).

Maier et al. (2013) applied RCD to the Movie-
Lens+ database, a combination of the UMN Movie-
Lens database (www.grouplens.org); box office, di-
rector, and actor information collected from IMDb
(www.imdb.com); and average critic ratings from Rotten



Tomatoes (www.rottentomatoes.com). They used a sample
of 75,000 ratings. For testing conditional independence they
used the significance of coefficients in linear regression and
considered the average aggregation function for relational
variables. They ran RCD with a hop threshold of 4, maxi-
mum depth of 3, and an effect size threshold of 0.01. The
RCD-generated output is given in Figure 10.

Proofs
Theorem 2. Considering Assumption 1, 3, 4 and causal
sufficiency holds, RCD is
(i) sound: for all σ-AGGs G, PRCD(IMσ(G)) contains G;

(ii) arrowhead complete: for all σ-AGGs G: if i /∈ ANG̃(j)

for any DCG G̃ that is σ-Markov equivalent to G, then
there is an arrowhead j →∗ i in PRCD(IMσ(G))

(iii) tail complete: for all σ-AGGs G, if i ∈ ANG̃(j) in any
DCG G̃ that is σ-Markov equivalent to G, then there is a
tail i→ j in PRCD(IMσ(G));

(iv) Markov complete: for all σ-AGGs G1 and G2, G1 is
σ-Markov equivalent to G2 iff PRCD(IMσ(G1)) =
PRCD(IMσ(G2))

in the σ-separation setting given sufficient hop threshold.

Proof. To prove soundness, let G be a σ-AGG and P =
PRCD(IMσ(G)). The acyclic soundness of RCD means that
for all AGGs G′, PRCD(IMσ(G′)) contains G′. Hence, by
Definition 2 and Assumption 3, P contains G′ for all acycli-
fications G′. But then P must contain G:

• if two vertices i, j are adjacent in P then there is an in-
ducing path between i, j in any acyclification of G, which
holds if and only if there is an inducing path between i, j
in G (Proposition 4(iii));

• if i →∗ j in P , then j /∈ ANG′(i) for any acyclification
G′ of G, and hence j /∈ ANG(i) (Proposition 4(i));

• if i → j in P , then i ∈ ANG′(j) for all acyclifications
G′ of G, and hence i ∈ ANG(j) (Proposition 4(ii)).

To prove arrowhead completeness, let G be a σ-AGG and
suppose that i /∈ ANG̃(j) in any DCG G̃ that is σ-Markov
equivalent to G. Since G′ is σ-Markov equivalent to G, this
implies in particular that for all AGGs G̃ that are d-Markov
equivalent to G′, i /∈ ANG̃(j). Because of the acyclic ar-
rowhead completeness of RCD, there must be an arrowhead
j →∗ i in PRCD(IMσ(G′)) = PRCD(IMσ(G)).

To prove tail completeness, letG be a σ-AGG and suppose
that i ∈ ANG̃(j) in any DCG G̃ that is σ-Markov equivalent
to G. Since G′ is σ-Markov equivalent to G, this implies in
particular that for all AGGs G̃ that are d-Markov equivalent
to G′, i ∈ ANG̃(j). Because of the acyclic tail completeness
of RCD, there must be a tail i → j in PRCD(IMσ(G′)) =
PRCD(IMσ(G)).

To prove Markov completeness: Definition 2 and Proposi-
tion 1 imply both IMσ(G1) = IMd(G

′
1) and IMσ(G2) =

IMd(G
′
2). From the acyclic Markov completeness of RCD7,

7Since relational d-separation is equivalent to the Markov condi-
tion and it is sound and complete on abstract ground graph (Maier,
Marazopoulou, and Jensen 2013)

it then follows that G′1 must be d-Markov equivalent to G′2,
and hence G1 must be σ-Markov equivalent to G2.
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